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SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF SALE

1. CONDITIONS OF SALE
   The sale will be held under the General Conditions of Sale as printed at the back of
   the Catalogue and also under the Conditions of Sale applicable to Southern Counties Auctioneers Horse
   Sales, a full copy of which is available in the Auctioneers Office. **It is the duty of all Purchasers and
   Vendors to acquaint themselves with the Conditions of Sale.** In the case of variance, the Horse Sales
   Conditions will take precedence.

2. PAYMENT
   All lots must be paid for on the day of sale and within one hour of the end of the sale by
   cash or debit/credit card there will be a 2% charge on a credit card. cheques will not be accepted
   unless prior arrangements have been made. Prospective buyers wishing to pay by cheque must be
   prepared to produce a Bankers Reference or Cheque Guarantee Card for a sum to cover their purchases.

3. WARRANTIES
   The only warranties at the Sales are -
   - **Quiet to Ride** which shall imply that the animal may be ridden by a
     reasonably experienced person, on its own, in company and in traffic and is sound in
     wind, eyes, heart and action.
   - **Good Hunter** which shall imply that the animal is ‘quiet to ride’ (as above)
     has been hunted and is capable of being hunted.
   - **Quiet to Drive** which shall imply that the animal is quiet and capable of
     being driven in single harness, in and out of traffic and is capable of doing a
     reasonable days work and is sound in wind, heart and action.

   It is a condition of warranty that all such warranted animals shall be free from any disease either infectious or
   contagious, that they shall be free of vice(s) such as crib biting, wind sucking, weaving etc (unless expressly
   declared) and that such animals have not been tubed, fired, un-nerved or operated upon for unsoundness of
   any kind (unless expressly declared).

4. UNLESS SO STATED IN THE CATALOGUE OR AT THE TIME OF SALE, UNBROKEN PONIES CARRY
   NO WARRANTY.

5. UNWARRANTED ANIMALS
   are sold as seen and are taken with all faults and vices whether described or not
   and cannot be returned under any circumstances.

6. COMPLAINT PROCEDURE
   Purchasers are reminded that they have until **MIDDAY ON THE SATURDAY
   FOLLOWING THE SALE** to satisfy themselves that any such warranted animal fulfils its warranty. There can
   be **NO CLAIM** under the warranties unless the Auctioneers have been notified prior to the above time. There
   similarly will be no claim if the payment in full has not been received by the Auctioneers.

7. INJURY
   The Auctioneers accept **NO** responsibility for injury to or accident to either the Vendors or their lots,
   purchasers or people attending the sales from any cause whatsoever, during the time time they are in the
   Sale Yard or In transit to or from the Sales. People attend the Sales at their own risk.

8. DESCRIPTION
   The descriptions in the catalogue are those furnished by the Vendors and the Auctioneers are
   not to be held liable for any mis-description, heights and ages are not guaranteed and Purchasers must
   satisfy themselves as to these matters. Any claim by purchasers under the Trades Description,
   Misrepresentation or Sale of Goods Act must be made directly by the Purchaser against the Vendor. Vendors
   must notify the Auctioneers at once of any mis-statements as to their entries otherwise the description as
   printed in the catalogue will be deemed correct, furthermore, any verbal statement made by the Vendor and
   entered on the Auctioneers Sale Sheet will be deemed binding on the Vendor in so far as any dispute
   between Vendor and Purchaser may be actionable at Law.

9. ALL LOTS
   at the fall of the hammer become the property of the Purchaser.

10. VENDORS MUST ASCERTAIN THAT THEIR LOTS ARE SOLD BEFORE LEAVING THE SALE YARD
    Failure to do so may result in a further charge.

11. ANY DECISION
    made by the Society or the Auctioneers as to the conduct at these Sales shall be final and
    binding at all times.

12. VALUE ADDED TAX
    all lots are subject to VAT at the standard rate unless otherwise stated.

13. Late entries. Uncatalogued entries will be subject to a £10 offering fee (non-refundable)

14. Individual pens may be available at a charge of £5 per pen payable on entry to the sale yard.

15. There will be a minimum bid of 10 guineas in sections 1, 2 and 3.

**VERY IMPORTANT**


All purchasers and haulage contractors must comply with the provisions of the above Order.

**Is in an offence to transport any animal in a way which causes, or is likely to cause injury or
unnecessary suffering to that animal.**

NO MORE THAN 4 UNBROKEN HORSES MAY BE TRANSPORTED IN ANY ONE PARTITION.

Anyone transporting horses from this sale, other than an individual horse, on a journey in excess of 65km (approx 40
miles)

1. Must hold a relevant transporters authorisation.
2. Must complete and keep for 6 months an Animal Transport Certificate.
3. Must hold a relevant Certificate of Competence.

Vehicles must be escape-proof, trailers must have rear top doors or a bar to prevent ponies escaping. Horses of
different sizes or ages must be in separate partitions. Unbroken horses may not be transported on journeys in excess
of 8 hours.
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ALL PROSPECTIVE PURCHASERS AT THIS AUCTION

PURCHASER IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS
EVERY PROSPECTIVE PURCHASER MUST CALL AT THE SALES OFFICE ON THE SALE SITE TO REGISTER THEIR NAME & ADDRESS AND COLLECT THEIR PURCHASER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
THIS PURCHASER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER MUST BE SHOWN TO THE AUCTIONEER AT THE TIME OF EACH PURCHASE
(instead of giving name)
THE AUCTIONEER WILL SELL ONLY TO PURCHASER IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS - NOT TO NAMES AND THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS TO THIS RULE
PLEASE COLLECT YOUR IDENTIFICATION NUMBER WELL BEFORE THE START OF THE AUCTION

Your co-operation is very much appreciated

PASSPORTS
ALL PURCHASERS SHOULD SATISFY THEMSELVES THAT THEY HAVE RECEIVED THE CORRECT PASSPORTS OR PASSPORT APPLICATION CONFIRMATIONS BEFORE THEY LEAVE THE SALES OFFICE.

SUBJECT TO CONDITION 8 OF THE SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF SALE ANY COMPLAINT REGARDING THE DESCRIPTION OR DETAILS IN THE PASSPORT MUST BE RAISED BEFORE REMOVING THE PONY IN QUESTION FROM THE SALE YARD.

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE SALE OF NON-PASSPORTED PONIES AT THE BEAULIEU ROAD SALE YARD, AND FOR THEIR MOVEMENT FROM THE NEW FOREST.

A pony may be sold without a full passport and microchip provided that:
the pony is marked with an adhesive unique sticker showing the date of sale and its unique identification number;
the vendor completes an application for a NFPBCS passport containing a silhouette;
the number of the identifying sticker will be marked on the form at the sale;
the buyers details will be recorded by the auctioneers and NFPBCS;
the passport application, containing the silhouette and the number of the identifying sticker, accompanies the animal from the sale;
the buyer, as the owner, or keeper with primary responsibility for the care of the pony must take the animal directly to the holding of destination outside the New Forest;
the owner (or the owners appointed agent) must then apply for a full passport within 30 days of arrival at the holding of destination. A vet will microchip the pony, and the completed passport application form may then be set of
NFPBCS to enable the issue of a passport. Failure to apply for a passport is an offence; it is an offence to move the pony off the holding of destination until the passport is received.

---------------------------------------------

CATALOGUE
SALE COMMENCES at 10.30 am PROMPT

PLEASE NOTE NO FOAL (BORN 2010) WILL BE ACCEPTED AT THIS SALE.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THIS CATALOGUE IS COMPILED FROM THE ENTRIES RECEIVED BY THE AUCTIONEERS. HOWEVER, THE AUCTIONEERS CANNOT ACCEPT ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR PONIES NOT BROUGHT FORWARD ON THE DAY OF SALE. ENTRIES INTO THIS SALE ARE ONLY ACCEPTABLE FROM CURRENT MEMBERS OF EITHER THE NEW FOREST PONY BREED SOCIETY OR THE COMMONERS DEFENCE ASSOCIATION. IF YOU ARE NOT A MEMBER OF EITHER OF THESE BODIES DO NOT BRING ANY PONIES TO THE SALE YARD AS THEY WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.

DESCRIPTION OF AGE
Horses and ponies are deemed to reach their 1st birthday on the 1st January of the year following their birth and therefore any animal born in 2009 will be a yearling, any animal born in 2008 will be a 2 year old and any animal born in 2007 will be a 3 year old etc, irrespective of their exact date of birth. No foal under 4 months of age will be accepted for sale.

SECTIONS 1 and 2
PONIES REGISTERED IN THE NEW FOREST PONY STUDBOOK THERE WILL BE A PASSPORT TRANSFER FEE ALL PONIES IN THIS SECTION WILL BE SUBJECT TO A MINIMUM BID OF 10 GUINEAS ALL LOTS ARE SUBJECT TO VAT @ 17.5% UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

** PLEASE NOTE**
IN ACCORDANCE WITH CONDITION 11 OF THE SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF SALE, VENDORS OF PONIES UNSOLD DUE TO RESERVE OR BOUGHT IN WILL BE CHARGED AN OFFERING FEE OF £5 PER HEAD TO BE PAID BEFORE THE PONIES ARE REMOVED FROM THE SALE YARD.

MR RH BENNETT
1 BAY YEARLING COLT NFY51/100018 MOCKBEGGAR ROYAL
2 BAY YEARLING COLT NFY51/0403 MOCKBEGGAR ALAN

C MOORE
3 BLACK YEARLING COLT NFY51/656 LONGSLADE JIM SIRE: BROOKSHILL MUSTANG
4 BAY ROAN YEARLING COLT NFY51/497 LONGSLADE CHARLIE SIRE: BAKE BURN BENNY
MRS L RICKMAN
5  BAY YEARLING COLT NFY51/240 TIPTOE DOUGLAS

R G READHEAD ESQ
6  BROWN YEARLING COLT NFY51/590 ASHDENE PEANUT
   SIRE: LOVELYHILL HENDRIX
   DAM: ASHDENE PAM

MRS E M GERRELLI
7  BRIGHT BAY YEARLING COLT MR GEE NFY 51-166 TO MAKE 14HH+
   SIRE MALLARDS WOOD HILL BILLY NFS 46-128
   DAM LUCKY LANE ACORN GRADED MARE M43-214

MR & MRS RJ BAILEY
8  CHESTNUT/GREY YEARLING COLT NFY51/535 BAILEYBRIDGE PUCKLES GHOST
   SIRE: NEWCOPSE FIddLER
   DAM: BAILEYBRIDGE CHUCKLE

MAST LUKE COUTTS
9  ROAN YEARLING COLT MOORBRIDGE WILD BOY 51-243

R C WHITE ESQ
10  YEARLING COLT

J A STRIDE ESQ
11-12  YEARLING COLT

MRS E M GERRELLI
13  GREY YEARLING COLT LUCKY LANE MATT NFY 51-622
   SIRE PORTMORE TEMPEST S46-061
   DAM LUCKY LANE LIZ M34-107

MS J TILLYER
14  BAY YEARLING COLT BLACKWELL RAMBLER NFY 51-272
   TO MAKE APPROX 13.2HH WORMED, HALTER BROKEN & HANDLED
   SIRE SKYWALKER

D DIBDIN ESQ
15-16  YEARLING

MR A INGRAM
17  CHESTNUT YEARLING FILLY NFM51/495
18  BAY YEARLING FILLY NFM51/494

MISS G HOBBS
19  BAY ROAN YEARLING FILLY NFM51/616
   SIRE: HEDGEHOPPER
   DAM: PICKET POST ELEANOR

C MOORE
20  BROWN YEARLING FILLY NFM51/731 LONGSLADE OAKLEAF
   SIRE: BROOKSHILL MUSTANG
   HALTER BROKEN M/C 981000002951082
MRS E M GERRELLI
21 DARK BAY YEARLING FILLY MRS GEE NFM 51-167 TO MAKE 14HH+
SIRE MALLARDS WOOD HILL BILLY NFS 46-128
DAM LUCKY LANE DUSTY GRADED MARE M42-177

MISS H WHETREN
22 DUN YEARLING FILLY BROOKSHILL PRETTY NFM 51-199
SIRE THATCHERS DUN ROAMIN
HALTER BROKEN AND QUIET TO HANDLE

G CHAMBERS ESQ
23 DARK BAY 2YO COLT NFY500090

MR A INGRAM
24 BAY GELDING 5YO 14.0HH NFS47/567

MRS K SMITH
25 BAY GELDING 2YO APPROX 14HH NFY500/171 SIRE: PORTMORE PRINCE
26 BAY GELDING 2YO APPROX 14HH NFY500/104 SIRE: BROCK BARNABUS
27 IRON GREY GELDING 3YO APPROX 14.1HH NFY490/394
SIRE: PORTMORE PRINCE
28 BROWN GELDING 3YO APPROX 14.1HH NFY490/179
SIRE: BAKEBURN BENNY
VERY FRIENDLY
29 BLUE ROAN GELDING 3YO 14HH NFY490/265
SIRE: LOVELY HILL HI JACK
SUPER WELL MADE PONY
30 DUN GELDING 3YO APPROX 13.2HH NFY490/062
SIRE: WILLOWAY DOUBLE GOLD
SWEET PONY

MRS J COUTTS
31 CHESTNUT GELDING 2YO 50/526 MOORBRIDGE GOLDEN EAGLE
HALTER BROKEN, QUIET AND WELL HANDLED

MRS E LOVELL
32 BAY GELDING 2 YO MASONS LITTLE FELLA TO MAKE 14HH. NFY 50-278
SIRE OKEDENE RED ALERT
DAM HOLBURY MARGERY
HALTER BROKEN

MRS E M GERRELLI
33 DARK BAY STALLION 6YO MALLARDS WOOD HILL BILLY NFS 46-128
HALTER BROKEN, EASY TO CATCH

J & W R ADAMS
34 BAY GELDING 3YO HOLLY BROOKE HOBO APPROX 14HH NFY 49-048
THIS STRONG GELDING IS READY TO BE BROKEN
35 GREY GELDING 5YO 14.1HH NFS 47-109 THIS BIG STRONG GELDING BY
PORTMORE PICKLE HAS RECENTLY BEEN BACKED

P S BUTLER ESQ
36 BAY GELDING 2YO ASHLEY KESTREL 13.2HH NFY 50-185
SIRE BACKLEY MISTRAL DAM ASHLEY LIMELIGHT
J R GERRELLI ESQ
37 BAY GELDING 2YO FRITHAM TROY 50-156
SIRE BRANSGORE SOVEREIGN II
QUIET AND WELL HANDLED

D DIBDIN ESQ
38 GELDING 5YO

L C SEAGER ESQ
39 GELDING 2YO WOOTTON HEATH SPIRIT NFY 50-194
SIRE PILLEY PAPARAZZI
DAM OAKFIELD CASPER

MR A INGRAM
40 ROAN FILLY 2YO NF350/297

A L DRODGE ESQ
41 ROSE GREY FILLY 3YO 14HH+ NF349/581
SIRE: DANITY LAD 14.2HH
HALTER BROKEN, QUIET, READY TO BREAK

J A STRIDE ESQ
42 ROAN FILLY 2YO RUSHMOOR MEANDER NF350-550
HAS BEEN HANDLED AND IS HALTER BROKEN

E STAWINOCA
43 LIVER CHESTNUT FILLY 3 YO NF349-293
SIRE OAKDENE ALERT
DAM YEWTREE MAGIC MOON

MRS E LOVELL
44 BAY FILLY 2YO ROWDOWN LITTLE MARJORAMI TO MAKE 14HH NF350-229
SIRE DAINTY LAD
DAM YEWTREE LITTLE SORREL
VERY QUIET, WELL HANDLED, HALTER BROKEN

MR L BYFORD
45 BAY FILLY 2YO 14.2HH NF350-119
SIRE BROOKSHILL BRUMBY
DAM FTJ LILY

MS J TILLYER
46 BAY FILLY 4YO BLACKWELL FREEFALL APPROX 13HH
WORMED, HALTER BROKEN & HANDLED. RUN ON FOREST TO DATE

P S BUTLER ESQ
47 GREY FILLY 3YO BACKLEY ZETA 14HH NF349-265
SIRE CRABBSWOOD ZEUS
DAM CRABBSWOOD ZENNA
48 CHESTNUT FILLY 3 YO BACKLEY WATERLILY BFM 49-261. 14HH
SIRE CRABBSWOOD ZEUS
DAM SAMMY-JO
49 CHESTNUT FILLY 3YO BACKLEY SEA PEARL 14.1HH NF349-263
SIRE CRABBSWOOD ZEUS
DAM WAGGLETAGGLE SYRINX
MESR P & J WHAPMAN

DUN MARE 7YO 12.2HH NFM46-148 MARYDORE KIRI
SIRE: FURZEY LODGE BENJAMIN S31/059
DAM: MARYDORE FLAZ M35/577
HALTER BROKEN, WORMED REGULARLY

K LOADER

BAY MARE

MR RH BENNETT

MARE DETAILS AT TIME OF SALE

P PIDGLEY ESQ

BAY MARE 7YO NFM46/066
SIRE: FURZEY LODGE BRUNO
DAM: OKE DENE DIONIS

C MOORE

CHESTNUT MARE 4YO NFM48/676 LONGSLADE ORANGE
RUN FOREST TO DATE

BROWN MARE 4YO NFM48/674 LONGSLADE ORCA RUN FOREST TO DATE

MR NATHAN COUTTS

CHESTNUT MARE MOORBRIDGE HONEYCOMB 8 Y.O. 46-255
RUN THE FOREST TO DATE AT LINWOOD

J & W R ADAMS

DUN MARE 13YO BROOKSHILL GOLD CREST NFM 40-274
FOREST BRED BROOD MARE BY BURLEY GOLD BLEND. HAS CONSISTENTLY
BRED QUALITY FOALS IS ALSO VERY QUIET TO HANDLE

MISS E STRIDE

DUN MARE 5YO PIKESHILL SUMMER 13.2HH NFM 47-683
SIRE WOODY BLUE MIST
DAM PIKESHILL ACORN
G.SIRE PEVERIL PETERBOROUGH
RECENTLY BROKEN, SHOWN IN HAND PLACED IN RIBBONS FIRST TIME OUT.
HAS JUMPED COLOURED JUMPS, LOVELY TEMPERAMENT, EASY TO CATCH,
SHOE ETC. GOOD WITH TRAFFICE. RIDES IN COMPANY AND ON HER OWN ON
FOREST

MRS K M CLARKE

BAY MARE 4YO 13.1HH NFM 48-647
SIRE LOVELY HILL GLIDING HIGH S41-020
DAM CAMERON ROCKET NFM 39-806
BACKED

MRS D VAN HENNIK

BLACK MARE MONKSHORN LURE NFM 31-286
SIRE LAVENDER BLUE
DAM EAST END FOCUS

BAY MARE 4YO BUCKLAND JEZEBEL NFM 48-283 RUNNING FOREST TO DATE.
HALTER BROKEN AS A FOAL
MRS D VAN HENNIK
65  GREY MARE 4YO BUCKLAND JUBILEE NFM 48-284. HAS BEEN RUNNING FOREST TO DATE

MRESR J & M GERRELLI
66  BAY MARE 4YO PORTMORE RISING SUN 48-639

L C SEAGER ESQ
67  MARE 3YO BAKEBURN DEWDROP NFM 49-096
SIRE FARRIERS FIELD OF DREAMS
DAM BAKEBURN CELINE

L GASKIN ESQ
68  BAY GELDING 5YO NFS 47-1476 14.1HH
BY FARRIERS RAMBLER. BROKEN BUT TURNED AWAY AT CHRISTMAS TO MATURE. MAKE NICE SUMMER PROJECT, GOOD TO CATCH

SECTION 3
FOR FIRST CROSS OR PART BREED NEW FOREST PONIES
That are either registered or are eligible for registration in the First Cross or the Part Bred Record.
ALL PONIES IN THIS SECTION WILL BE SUBJECT TO A MINIMUM BID OF 10 GUINEAS
ALL LOTS ARE SUBJECT TO VAT @ 17.5% UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

MR RH BENNETT
81  BAY YEARLING COLT MOCKBEGGAR BAYWATCH
82  GREY YEARLING COLT

A SHORE ESQ
83  BRIGHT BAY YEARLING COLT WICKWOOD BENNIE
SIRE BROOKSHILL BRUMBY
DAM BIGWIG BLUEBELL
WORMED UP TO DATE. WELL HANDLED/HALTER BROKEN
MICRO CHIP NO 98100002398171

R COOK ESQ
84  DARK BAY YEARLING COLT
85  BAY YEARLING COLT

MR A INGRAM
86  CHESTNUT YEARLING FILLY

C MOORE
87  LEMON & WHITE YEARLING FILLY NFPB1273 LONGSLADE SHINER TO MAKE 15HH, HALTER BROKEN BY 15.3HH COB X WARMBLOOD STALLION

MR & MRS RJ BAILEY
88  DARK DUN/BLACK YEARLING FILLY NFPB1209
BAILEYBRIDGE DUSTY STARLIGHT
SIRE: BLACKWELL FLASHMAN
DAM: NF X DARTMOOR

R COOK ESQ
89  BAY YEARLING FILLY
MRS D VAN HENNIK
90  GREY YEARLING FILLY BUCKLAND ARIZONA TO MAKE 14.2HH.
    SIRE APPALOOSA 14.3HH
    DAM HAWKBILL BRYONY

MRS T BICK
91  BAY YEARLING FILLY WOODY DAFFODIL
    SIRE LOVELYHILL HIGH EXCHANGE
    DAM WELSH X

L C SEAGER ESQ
92  YEARLING FILLY DELIGHT
    SIRE SONNY COB
    DAM OKEDENE RUBY
93  YEARLING FILLY PRINCESS VII
    SIRE SONNY COB
    DAM BELLEVUE PRETTY LADY

MRS B BOYES
94  BAY GELDING 4 YO 13HH

MRS K M ADAMS
95  BROWN GELDING 3YO HOWEN WALLIS
    SIRE PONDHEAD PANSHINE
    DAM FOREST BRED MARE
    HALTER BROKEN. WELL HANDLED. REGULARLY WORMED. FOREST BRED. READY TO BREAK
96  GREY GELDING 3YO HOWEN JESTER II
    SIRE PORTMORE TEMPEST
    DAM FOREST RUN MARE.
    HALTER BROKEN. WELL HANDLED. REGULARLY WORMED. FOREST BRED. READY TO BREAK

MISS R KING
97  DARK BAY GELDING 10 YO 15HH GOOD TO CATCH, SHOE & LEAD. FOWARD GOING RIDE. EASY TO HANDLE AND LIVES IN OR OUT

J R GERRELLI ESQ
98  GREY RIG 2 YO PORTMORE SULTAN II TO MAKE 14.2HH

D DIBDIN ESQ
99  CHESTNUT GELDING 4YO

L C SEAGER ESQ
100  YEARLING GELDING PAINTER
     SIRE SONNY COB
     DAM SHARPSEND KATRINA

MR A INGRAM
101-102  GREY FILLY 3YO
103  BAY FILLY 2YO
MRS K SMITH
104 BAY FILLY 3YO APPROX 14HH 826038 NFPAM0895
SIRE: LUCKY LANE FARENHEIGHT
SWEET NATURED FILLY VERY CALM

J R NEWMAN ESQ
105 BAY FILLY 5YO SIRE WARREN PLAY AWAY

MRS K M ADAMS
106 BAY FILLY 3YO HOWEN BLUE PLUM
SIRE PONDHEAD PANSHINE
DAM FOREST RUN MARE
HALTER BROKEN. WELL HANDLED. REGULARLY WORMED. FOREST BRED.
READY TO BREAK

J R GERRELLI ESQ
107 BAY FILLY 2YO PORTMORE PARACHUTE

MR RH BENNETT
108-109 MARE DETAILS AT TIME OF SALE

L C SEAGER ESQ
110 LINFORD SWEEPTEA 3 YO
SIRE BAKEBURN MR PRESIDENT
DAM DAIRYMaid
111 INDIANNA III 3YO
SIRE TIPTOE LITTLE JOE (APPALOOSA)
DAM PENNY III
112 MARRIVA 2 YO
SIRE MAVERICK COB
DAM AMBERWOOD MINNOW

SECTION 4
OTHER HORSES AND PONIES
ALL PONIES IN THIS SECTION WILL BE SUBJECT TO A MINIMUM BID OF 10 GUINEAS
ALL LOTS ARE SUBJECT TO VAT @ 17.5% UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

MRS L RICKMAN
121 REG 'D' MINIATURE SPOTTEDSTALLION 3YO HALSTOCK MERLIN
BSPS82601507173M10000

MR A INGRAM
122 GREY SHETLAND FILLY 6YO

H WHITCHER ESQ
123 BAY REGISTERED SHETLAND MARE 4YO
SIRE: SEVA WILLIAM
DAM: LONGMEAD BELLE

K LOADER
124 REG SHETLAND CHESTNUT MARE 4YO
125 REG SHETLAND PIEBALD MARE 2 YO
126 SHETLAND X PIEBALD MARE 2 YO
MR T INGRAM
127  SKEWBALD SHETLAND MARE 11YO 32" HAS BRED FOALS

MRS N CASTLE
128  COLOURED REG SHETLAND MARE 11YO

MISS H WHETREN
141  JACK DONKEY 4YO
MRS J TAYLOR
151  CHESTNUT YEARLING COLT M/C 958000001647970

K LOADER
152  DUN X YEARLING COLT
153  BAY COB X YEARLING COLT

MR A INGRAM
154  PIEBALD YEARLING COLT

C MOORE
155  PIEBALD YEARLING COLT HALTER BROKEN BY 15.2 COB STALLION M/C981000002952684
156  BAY & WHITE YEARLING COLT TO MAKE 15HH HALTER BROKEN M/C981000002950321

MRS J TAYLOR
157  CHESTNUT YEARLING FILLY MINTY SIRE: ARAB
DAM: NF X TB.
LOVELY TEMPERMENT, HALTER BROKEN, REGULARLY WORMED, USE TO CHILDREN & DOGS M/C 958000001643441

MR A INGRAM
158  APPALOOSA YEARLING FILLY
159-164  SKEWBALD YEARLING FILLY
165-167  DETAILS AT TIME OF SALE

C MOORE
168  BAY & WHITE YEARLING FILLY NFEQ03921 LONGSLADE PATCHES, HALTER BROKEN BY 15.3HH COB X WARMBLOOD STALLION
169  ROAN & WHITE YEARLING FILLY LONGSLADE SUMMER BY 15.3HH COB X WARMBLOOD STALLION OUT OF 15.2HH APPALOOSA MARE M/C/981000002951360

P HUMPHRIES
170  BLACK YEARLING FILLY TO MAKE 14.3HH MICRO CHIP NO 985121018326879

L C SEAGER ESQ
171  SKEWBALD YEARLING COB X FILLY RUBYS SUNNY
172  SKEWBALD COB X YEARLING FILLY STRAWBERRY SUNSHINE
173  SKEWBALD YEARLING COB X FILLY SON SWEETPEA
174  PIEBALD COB YEARLING FILLY MAGSONS STUNNER

K LOADER
175  BAY COLT 2YO
G CHAMBERS ESQ
176   DARK BAY WELSH COLT 2YO 14HH

H WHITCHER ESQ
177   PALOMINO GELDING 6YO 13.2HH

K LOADER
178   COLOURED GELDING QUIET TO HANDLE AND EASY TO CATCH.
179   COLOURED GELDING VERY QUIET TO HANDLE AND EASY TO CATCH
      TO BE SOLD SINGLY WITH OPTION

C MOORE
180   PIEBALD GELDING 2YO TO MAKE 14.0HH HALTER BROKEN
      M/C955000005084262

MRS C STRIDE
181   SPOTTED YEARLING GELDING TO MAKE 14.2HH
      SIRE APPALOOSA COCKAROOST PAZAR
      DAM NF FIRTREE MIDGE

L C SEAGER ESQ
182   BAY COB X GELDING 2YO DARCY
183   GREY COB X GELDING 2YO GANDALF
184   CHESTNUT ROAN COB X GELDING 2YO MUNGO
185   CHESTNUT COB X GELDING 2YO ARMAND
186   PALOMINO YEARLING COB X GELDING LADYS GOLDEN CHARMER
187   CHESTNUT YEARLING COB GELDING ROLO
188   COB X APPALOOSA CHESTNUT FEWSPOT YEARLING GELDING HARLEY
189   COB PIEBALD YEARLING GELDING PROPA
190   COB PIEBALD YEARLING GELDING SONNYS HEIR

MR A INGRAM
191   GREY Filly 3YO

P HUMPHRIES
192   PIEBALD Filly 2YO TO MAKE 15.2HH

L C SEAGER ESQ
193   SKEWBALD COB FILLY 2YO ARIELLO
194   COB X APPALOOSA CHESTNUT ROAN FILLY 2YO KYRA
195   COB X NF DARK BAY Filly 2YO DANA
196   BLUE & WHITE COB X APPALOOSA FILLY 2YO ALANA
197   TB X COB FILLY 2YO FLAME
198   NF X GREY FILLY 2YO GRACEFUL
199   BAY Filly 3YO BLOSSOM

H WHITCHER ESQ
200   BLUE/ROAN GREY MARE 12YO 13.2HH
201   BLACK MARE 10YO 12.3HH

K LOADER
202   BAY MARE 11 YO 15.2HH RIDING HORSE. RIDDEN ON FOREST
MR RH BENNETT
203-204 DETAILS AT TIME OF SALE

MRS L RICKMAN
205 SKEWBALD MARE BEEN RUNNING ON FOREST

LIZZIE DEACON
206 GREY REG WELSH SEC 'A' MARE 11YO SHE HAS RAN WITH REG 'A' STALLION CRIMONO ELGAN THIS YEAR, SERVICE CERTIFICATE WITH AUCTIONEERS, OWNER REDUCING NUMBERS
207 REG WELSH SEC 'A' MARE 10YO

MISS C TYNAN
208 CHESTNUT REG SEC 'A' MARE 5YO 11.1HH WPCS140308 BRED TWO FOALS, BROKEN READY TO GO ON, GOOD BOX/CATCH, HANDLE, WORMED AND VACC TO DATE M/C958000000027666

MRS N CASTLE
209 MARE 6YO

MRS B BOYES
210 WELSH X CHESTNUT MARE 4 YO 13.2HH MICRO CHIP NO 985170000516735
211 WELSH X SKEWBALD MARE 4 YO 11HH MICRO CHIP NO 981000002744783

MRS C STRIDE
212 CHESTNUT MARE BETTY

P HUMPHRIES
213 NON REG WELSH SECT D TYPE LIVER CHESTNUT MARE 10 YO 15HH. RIDE & DRIVE. GOOD TO HANDLE

L C SEAGER ESQ
214 PB REG APPALOOSA CHESTNUT MARE 4YO MAGGI-JO SIRE TIPTOE LITTLE JOE DAM UNREG NF

FURTHER ENTRIES ACCEPTED FROM MEMBERS OF THE NEW FOREST PONY BREEDING AND CATTLE SOCIETY OR THE COMMONERS DEFENCE ASSOCIATION

BEAULIEU ROAD DATES 2010

23RD SEPTEMBER
21ST OCTOBER
25TH NOVEMBER

GENERAL NOTES

VERY IMPORTANT
All purchasers and haulage contractors must comply with the provisions of the above Order. Is in an offence to transport any animal in a way which causes, or is likely to cause injury or unnecessary suffering to that animal.
NO MORE THAN 4 UNBROKEN HORSES MAY BE TRANSPORTED IN ANY ONE PARTITION.
Anyone transporting horses from this sale, other than an individual horse, on a journey in excess of 65km (approx 40 miles)
1. Must hold a relevant transporters authorisation.
2. Must complete and keep for 6 months an Animal Transport Certificate.
3. Must hold a relevant Certificate of Competence.

Vehicles must be escape-proof, trailers must have rear top doors or a bar to prevent ponies escaping. Horses of different sizes or ages must be in separate partitions. Unbroken horses may not be transported on journeys in excess of 8 hours.

VENDORS ARE REQUESTED TO PRESENT THEIR PONIES FOR LOTTING AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE AND IN ANY CASE NOT LATER THAN 11.30 am (SEE NOTE BELOW)

NO DOGS TO BE TAKEN INTO THE SALE YARD.

LAIRAGE CAN BE PROVIDED AT OWNERS RISK BY PRIOR ARRANGEMENT.
SELLING WILL BE GUINEAS.
ALL PONIES MUST BE UNLOADED & LOADED IN THE SALE YARD ONLY.

VETERINARY SURGEONS Veterinary Surgeons on behalf of the Society will be in attendance until 11.30 am to inspect animals entering the Sale Yard. IT IS THEREFORE MOST ESSENTIAL THAT ALL LOTS ARE BROUGHT FORWARD FOR LOTTING BY THIS TIME. LATE ARRIVALS WILL BE REFUSED BY THE STEWARDS. A Veterinary Surgeon will be on call after 11.30 am but the cost of same must be paid by the owner of the pony at this time, ownership after the fall of the hammer being the Purchaser.

PURCHASERS INTENDING TO BUY SEVERAL PONIES SHOULD REQUEST A SEPARATE BUYERS PEN PRIOR TO THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE SALE. ON COLLECTING YOUR TICKET PLEASE ENSURE THAT ALL YOUR PONIES ARE GATHERED TOGETHER BEFORE YOU PARK ON THE_LOADING RAMP. ONLY THE APPOINTED HANDLERS, OR OWNERS WITH PERMISSION FROM THE STEWARDS ARE ALLOWED TO DRAW PONIES AFTER THE SALE.

REGISTRATION SEARCH FEE PURCHASERS REQUIRING THE AUCTIONEERS TO SUPPLY DETAILS OF LOTS BOUGHT 6 MONTHS AFTER THE ORIGINAL SALE DATE WILL NOW BE CHARGED A FEE OF £17.63 (£15 PLUS VAT) PER LOT.

IMPORTANT NOTE - NEW FOREST BYE-LAWS

Forestry Commission Keepers in uniform are present at the Sales and are responsible for the enforcement of the following New Forest Bye-Laws.

8. No person shall erect, place, fix or display any placard, bill, notice or board anywhere in the New Forest.
10. No person shall camp in the Forest, or erect, place or leave therein any tent, caravan, booth, swing, pole, clothes line or other erection of whatever kind.
14. No person shall deposit or leave in the Forest (except in receptacles provided for the purpose by the Forestry Commissioners or by a local Authority) or in any lake, pond, water tank, drain or watercourse therein, any dead animals, litter, rubbish, filth or refuse of whatever kind.
26. No person shall erect, sell, hawk or distribute in the Forest any food, beverage, literature or any other kind of goods of any sort whatsoever.

A copy of the New Forest Bye-Laws is exhibited opposite the New Forest Hotel, Beaulieu Road.

The Forestry Commission, mindful of the Conditions under which this sale is granted a Licence to operate, has become increasingly concerned over the private trading in the Lorry park and illegal parking within the sale curtilage. In consequence only transport with stock to sell and bona fide Purchasers will be admitted to the sale site and a one way circulatory system will be brought into operation for loading and unloading. Hampshire Constabulary will be present to ensure that the above conditions are complied with. All private cars will be directed to park in the Public Car Park beyond the Beaulieu Road Hotel on the opposite side to the sale site.
Conditions of Sale

1. The highest bidder for any lot shall be the Purchaser and if any dispute should arise between 2 or more bidders the lot may be put up again at the highest undisputed bidding and resold or the Auctioneers may determine the dispute at their election and their decision shall be final and conclusive.

2. No person at any bidding shall advance less than the sum stated by the Auctioneers at the time of selling nor shall any bidding be retracted.

3. Each Purchaser shall give his or her name and place of abode in writing (if required) and pay the full purchase money at the close of the Sale, or if required, the whole or a portion of the purchase money as the Auctioneers may determine during the course of the Sale.

4. The Auctioneers have described the lots to the best of their ability and belief from the information furnished by the Vendor. The Vendor who supplies such statements is alone responsible for any error or mis-statement which there may be.

5. No lot/s shall be removed from the premises until paid for, but each and every lot shall immediately at the fall of the hammer be considered as, and be and remain in every respect at the absolute risk of the respective Purchaser/s thereof, and shall be removed from the Sale at the Purchasers expense, save as may be provided for under the terms of clause 7 herein. All goods sold will remain the property of the Auctioneers until the purchase price has been paid in full. The purchaser will remain a bailee only until payment is made.

6. The lots are sold as seen with all faults, imperfections and errors of description, neither the Auctioneers nor the Vendor being responsible for the current description, genuineness or authenticity of any fault or defect in any lot, and giving no condition, warranty or undertaking in those regards whatever, whether by law, statute, custom trade usage or otherwise save where such undertaking is required by law to be given. The Purchaser/s hereby agree that they have by reason of his or their own inspection and investigation of the lot satisfied himself or themselves of the accuracy of any description or other statement whatsoever given or made in connection with the sale, and of the state, nature and condition of the said lot.

7. Notwithstanding the provisions of Condition 5, where the Purchaser/s contends after the fall of the hammer but prior to his or their making payment that the Vendor or the Auctioneer has mis-represented the mechanical condition or state or the accuracy of the description of the lot in such a way to have influenced the Purchaser/s in making his or their bid, the Auctioneer may at his sole and absolute discretion have the lot removed to the premises of an independent expert selected by him at his sole discretion for specialist examination which, if necessary or appropriate, may include the dismantling and reconstruction of the lot. If in the opinion of the expert the Purchaser/s claim is justified, then provided there is no contention as to whether or not such a misrepresentation was made, the Vendor shall bear all costs incurred by the expert including those in respect of transport or delivery to his premises and any storage or charge for custody and the Purchaser/s may have the option of cancelling the sale or negotiating a lesser price with the Auctioneer. If in the opinion of the expert the claim of the Purchaser/s is not justified then the Purchaser/s shall bear all of the experts costs, including those of transport and delivery to his premises and any storage or charge for custody.

8. Inasmuch as the Auctioneers act only as Agents for the Vendor, they shall not be held personally liable for any default on the part of either Vendor or Purchaser.

9. No undertaking of the Auctioneers or their servants to take charge of any lots after the Sale, or to forward them to their destination shall be held to impose upon the Auctioneers any legal obligation or vitiate any of the foregoing Conditions.

10. Purchasers paying by cheque must be prepared, if required, to produce a letter of credit from their Banker.

11. In all cases of transfer the original Purchaser shall be held responsible for the purchase money.

12. The Auctioneers reserve to themselves the right of refusing any bidding they may deem it advisable to decline, and of withdrawing any lot/s from the Sale and to sell in such order as they may think fit.

13. Purchasers or their Agents are requested to obtain accounts and delivery orders at the Auctioneers office before leaving the place of Sale, and carefully to examine same. The Auctioneers cannot hold themselves responsible for any errors in accounts or delivery orders unless they are notified of such errors on the day of the Sale.

14. VAT - The Auctioneers will offer the lots for Sale exclusive of Value Added Tax. VAT at Standard Rate will be added when the accounts are made up.

15. All private sales made on the day of sale must be booked through the Auctioneers.

16. On the fourteenth day after the Sale Vendors shall be entitled to receive the purchase price (less commission) of any lot/s provided that the Auctioneers shall have received same and that in the event of any acknowledged debt of the Vendor/s being owed to the Auctioneers the latter shall have the right to set off such debt against the proceeds of Sale.